REGULAR SEASON

WK01  SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 13  AT  CAROLINA PANTHERS  10:00AM  CBS
WK02  MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21  VS  NEW ORLEANS SAINTS  5:15PM  ESPN
WK03  SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 27  AT  NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS  10:00AM  CBS
WK04  SUNDAY, OCTOBER 04  VS  BUFFALO BILLS  1:25PM  CBS
WK05  SUNDAY, OCTOBER 11  AT  KANSAS CITY CHIEFS  10:00AM  CBS
WK06  BYE WEEK

WK07  SUNDAY, OCTOBER 25  VS  TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS  SNF  5:20PM*  NBC
WK08  SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 01  AT  CLEVELAND BROWNS  10:00AM  FOX
WK09  SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 08  AT  LOS ANGELES CHARGERS  1:05PM  FOX
WK10  SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15  VS  DENVER BRONCOS  1:05PM  CBS
WK11  SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 22  VS  KANSAS CITY CHIEFS  SNF  5:20PM*  NBC
WK12  SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 29  AT  ATLANTA FALCONS  10:00AM  CBS
WK13  SUNDAY, DECEMBER 06  AT  NEW YORK JETS  10:00AM  CBS
WK14  SUNDAY, DECEMBER 13  VS  INDIANAPOLIS COLTS  1:05PM  CBS
WK15  THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17  VS  LOS ANGELES CHARGERS  TNF  5:20PM  FOX
WK16  DECEMBER 26 OR 27  VS  MIAMI DOLPHINS  TBD
WK17  SUNDAY, JANUARY 03  AT  DENVER BRONCOS  1:25PM  CBS

* SUNDAY NIGHT GAMES IN WEEK 5-16 SUBJECT TO CHANGE; WEEK 17 GAME TBD